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Abstract We study the three-dimensional fluid transport

in an electrothermal microvortex (EMV), by using wave-

front deformation particle-tracking velocimetry (PTV)

developed at Universität der Bundeswehr München. By

using a cylindrical lens in conjunction with a microscope

objective lens, systematic wavefront deformations in the

particle images are created. The particles are observed by a

single camera and appear as ellipses. The elliptical nature

of the particle images encodes out-of-plane information

regarding the particle’s position. This new technique is

ideally suited for measuring transport in the EMV and

provides full three-dimensional, time-resolved particle

trajectories with Lagrangian velocity and acceleration.

Measurements reveal the toroidal nature of the EMV and

the experimentally obtained velocities are used to validate

a simplistic model, which describes the interaction between

the applied laser illumination and the microfluidic device.

The model allows one to conduct numerical simulations of

the complex fluid transport in the EMV.

1 Introduction

Recently Kumar et al. (2009) demonstrated the generation

of an elegant toroidal EMV in a simple AC electrokinetic

system by using laser induced electrothermal flows. Their

experimental setup consisted of parallel-plate electrodes

fabricated from indium tin oxide (ITO), which were biased

with an AC signal, and on which highly localized infrared

(IR; 1064 nm) laser illumination was shone. Compared to

the visible wavelength spectrum, ITO absorbs strongly in

the infrared and thus the applied optical landscape can heat

the substrate generating thermal gradients. Kumar et al.

(2010b) used laser-induced fluorescence thermometry to

characterize these thermal gradients. They found that such

focused illumination can result in an absolute temperature

increase of only a few Kelvin, varying radically over tens of

micrometers thus giving rise to very high temperature gra-

dients (*105 Km-1). Such optically induced gradients of

temperature, either in the fluid or at fluid boundaries, in the

presence of an electric field can result in electrothermal

flows. Generation of three-dimensional flow structures with

optically induced electrothermal flows was first observed by

Mizuno et al. (1995), who used an IR laser, and later also by

Green et al. (2000), who used a broad wavelength illumi-

nation source. However, unlike the latter two, the experi-

mental setup employed by Kumar et al. (2009) does not

introduce dielectrophoretic forces acting on the tracer par-

ticles. This makes possible the study of the EMV with a

simple single color velocimetry technique.
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In addition to displaying a highly three-dimensional

structure, the EMV studied by Kumar et al. (2009) has

important consequences for ‘lab-on-a-chip’ type of appli-

cations. Williams et al. (2008a) have demonstrated a very

useful application of the EMV: they used the vortex to

accumulate, translate, and pattern micro and nano-particles

and concentrate them on the surface of an electrode. The

EMV aids in the rapid transport of particles from the bulk

fluid to the location of interest on the electrode surface, and

hence the technique proposed by Williams et al. (2008a)

was named rapid electrokinetic patterning (REP) (see video

in Williams et al. 2008b). In another work, Kumar et al.

(2010b) utilized the optical modulation of the vortex to

investigate the nature of some fundamental AC electroki-

netic forces at work in REP. The three-dimensional struc-

ture of the fluid flow in the EMV has extremely important

consequences for REP. While fluid drag parallel to

the electrode surface aids particle aggregation in REP, the

perpendicular component of fluid drag can result in the

appearance of critical phenomenon in REP (Kumar et al.

2010b). The existence of such a critical frequency has been

used to yield a novel sorting technique (Williams et al.

2010). The EMV has also been utilized to create novel

reconfigurable assemblies in a digital microfluidic system

(Kumar et al. 2010a). Thus, we see that the optically

modulated EMV can be applied towards a host of different

applications. In order to gain a complete understanding of

these applications, it is necessary to (a) visualize the EMV

in 3D and (b) be able to numerically simulate the fluid

transport in the EMV.

Former fluid flow visualization studies of the EMV

have been restricted to two-dimensional investigations of

fluid flow near an electrode surface (Kumar et al. 2009).

In (Kumar et al. 2009), the researchers showed that flow

in the EMV resembles a ‘sink-type’ flow in a plane

parallel and close to the electrode surface. The ‘sink-type’

flow structure explained the rapid collection of particles at

illuminated sites in REP. While Kumar et al. (2009)

found agreement with the theory of electrothermal flows,

the study only qualitatively demonstrated the three-

dimensional toroidal nature of the EMV, with a large out-

of-plane (z) velocity gradient and shallow depth

(*25 lm). The full velocity field of the EMV is yet to be

resolved. The microvortex possesses an intricate three-

dimensional structure necessitating a full three-dimension

three-component (3D3C) velocity measurement of the

vortex. However, three-dimensional velocity measurement

at the micron scale is often challenging, due to the limited

optical access. Nevertheless, today strong demand for

reliable and easily applicable 3D flow measurement

techniques exists (Lee and Kim 2009; Lindken et al.

2009). The direct adaptation of techniques used in mac-

roscopic flow measurements for microscopic flow is often

not possible. Tomographic micron resolution particle

image velocimetry (tomo-lPIV) and stereo-lPIV have

proven to be promising (Lindken et al. 2006); neverthe-

less these techniques suffer from the difficulty of the

calibration for multi camera techniques in microscopy

(Cierpka et al. 2010a) and show limited accuracy

(Lindken et al. 2006). To overcome these limitations,

single camera velocimetry techniques were developed.

One such promising approach to 3-D microfluidic mea-

surements is the microdigital holographic particle-tracking

velocimetry (PTV) (Satake et al. 2005; Yang and Chuang

2005; Sheng et al. 2006; Choi and Lee 2010). In another

approach, Stolz and Kähler (1994) used defocused particle

images to measure the third velocity component by PTV

in a 1.5 mm thick light sheet. Recently, Peterson et al.

(2008) measured velocity profiles in a channel by deter-

mining the out-of-plane position by measuring the size of

the diffraction ring of the particle images. A different

approach was used by Hain and Kähler (2006), who used

a tilt angle between the measurement volume and the

camera to create systematic image aberrations, which

could be calibrated with the particles’ out-of-plane loca-

tion. Optical aberrations due to uniaxial bending of a

dichroic mirror were used by Ragan et al. (2006), to study

the motion of kidney cells. Depth encoding using three

pin-holes in front of the camera was proposed by Willert

and Gharib (1992) and later Yoon and Kim (2006) suc-

cessfully adopted the technique for a micro-volume. A

very effective way of extending infinity corrected

microscopes into the third dimension lies in the placement

of a cylindrical lens in the optical path. Recently, two

groups have demonstrated the applicability of such sys-

tems for resolving micron scale flows (Chen et al. 2009;

Cierpka et al. 2009).

From a numerical simulation perspective, a successful

numerical simulation of transport in the EMV is yet to be

carried out. Successful numerical simulations are impeded

by the complex energy transport and the presence of sev-

eral unknown parameters. For example, the fraction of

laser illumination absorbed by the substrate and the liquid

are difficult to resolve and are unknown.

In this work, we employ the 3D3C lPTV using a

cylindrical lens (Cierpka et al. 2010b) to investigate the

EMV. Cierpka et al.’s (2010b) technique could easily be

adapted to our present infrastructure, consisting of a Nikon

TE2000U microscope, and a complete 3D toroidal struc-

ture of the EMV was resolved. In the absence of an

accurate knowledge of energy balance, a simplistic model

is introduced—that of accounting for optically induced

heating by using temperature boundary conditions. The

experimentally obtained velocity profiles are used to vali-

date the model. Thus, this work fills an important gap in the

understanding the EMV and its related phenomena.
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2 Materials and methods

2.1 Chip fabrication and microvortex generation

The microfluidic chip consists of a microfluidic channel

embedded between two parallel-plate electrodes (Fig. 1).

An ITO-coated glass cover slip (SPI Supplies Inc., PA,

USA), *170 lm thick, was used for the bottom electrode

while the top electrode was made from ITO-coated glass

(*0.7 mm thick). The microfluidic chamber had a height

of *50 lm, and it was constructed from a spacer material

with millimeter length channels. The experimental volume

was placed far from channel side-walls to avoid any wall-

based distortion of the local electric field. Interested read-

ers can refer to (Kumar et al. 2009) for further details on

chip fabrication. The electrodes were biased with an AC

signal, resulting in a uniform electric field in the experi-

mental area. For the present investigation, an AC voltage

(V) of 8.9 Vpp (volts peak-to-peak) was applied and mea-

surements were performed at three AC frequencies

(F = 100, 200, 300 kHz).

Red fluorescent carboxylate-modified polystyrene par-

ticles (Invitrogen, MD, USA) of diameter 3 lm, were uti-

lized for visualizing the EMV. A tracer laden solution was

prepared by diluting 15 ll of the 2% by volume solids

particle solution with 1 ml of DI water. Prior to experi-

mentation, the tracer laden solution was introduced into the

microfluidic channel. The microfluidic apparatus was

mounted on an inverted Nikon TE2000U microscope and

finally to initiate the EMV, a 209 Nikon objective lens

(0.45 NA and 2-mm WD) was used to focus an IR laser

beam of wavelength 1064 nm on the top ITO glass surface

(Fig. 1). Laser power values (P) stated in the text refers to

the total laser power impinging on the back focal plane of

the microscope objective lens. For viewing tracer particles,

an epi-fluorescent filter cube (Nikon TRITC HYQ) was

employed and the fluorescent excitation was provided from

a 120-W lamp (X-cite 120, Exfo, Quebec, Canada).

2.2 Wavefront deformation PTV

The velocity measurement technique applied here is based

on the tracking of individual particles. A cylindrical lens

(Edmond Optics, USA) with a focal length of fc = 150 mm

was placed directly in front of the camera (PCO.1600,

Cooke Corporation, MI, USA). The basic principle of the

optical setup is sketched in Fig. 2. Due to the cylindrical

lens in the optical system the location of the focal plane in

the (x, z) plane differs from the focal plane location in the

perpendicular (y, z) plane. In the (x, z) plane particle A is

closer to the focal plane and will be imaged with a smaller

width ax, while particle B is farther away and ax of B will

therefore be larger. In the lower part of Fig. 2, the view of

the system is rotated by 90�. The curvature of the cylin-

drical lens causes a shortening of the distance from the

lenses to the focal plane (Fyz), compared to the (x, z) plane.

Now particle B is closer to Fyz, which results in a smaller

image ay than that of particle A. The reconstructed image in

both directions of the different particles A and B shows

clearly the effect of the different positions according to the

in-focus planes. Particles that are close to one focal plane

are further away from the other and will appear with dif-

ferent extension in width ax and height ay. Thus, in the

image plane, i.e. the (x, y) or (r, h) plane, the particles

appear as ellipses. Using calibration, the z-position can be

determined by the elliptical nature of the particle images.

By reconstruction the particles’ position at two time

instants t1 and t2, the 3D displacement, and with known

magnification the 3D velocity can be determined

u ¼ ur; uh; uzð Þ ¼ Dx= t1 � t2ð Þ. Particle trajectories may be

calculated during the whole measurement time, providing

Fig. 1 An illustration of the

microfluidic chip setup. A 209

Nikon microscope objective

lens focuses the IR laser beam

onto the top surface of the

microfluidic chamber. As the

same lens serves for viewing the

tracer particles, the focal plane

coincides with the top surface.

A cylindrical lens (not shown)

placed in the optical path of the

imaging optics causes the

particles to appear as ellipses
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Lagrangian velocity and acceleration data. The big

advantages of this technique are:

(1) Only one optical view is needed, which simplifies the

alignment and makes the technique ideally suited to

examine the complex electrokinetic vortex flow with

the limited single direction optical access of a

microscope.

(2) There is no loss in light intensity compared to

techniques that rely on masking the optics and, what

is of great importance in microfluidics, no errors due

to the depth of correlation appear.

(3) Using a high sampling rate, velocity and acceleration

information are available during the whole measure-

ment time and transient effects can be investigated.

In Fig. 3, original images of the experiment are shown.

The elliptical shape of the particle images can be clearly

seen (Fig. 3a). Image preprocessing is applied to the ima-

ges in order to determine regions containing particle ima-

ges are present. First a background reduction and later a

segmentation according to a certain gray value threshold is

performed (Fig. 3b). In these initially identified regions,

the x- and y-position is then determined by applying a

wavelet algorithm with subpixel accuracy on the original

images. This algorithm showed better results than two one-

dimensional Gaussian fits that were originally used by Hain

and Kähler (2006). For details about the wavelet algorithm,

the interested reader is referred to Cierpka et al. (2008). For

the determination of the depth position, the particle’s

image width and height are calculated using the autocor-

relation function (Hain et al. 2009). The use of the auto-

correlation was shown to make the algorithm robust and

applicable to the noisy images typically found in micro

fluidic investigations. The random background noise for

the images of the current experiment was found to be just

7% of the signal. For this low noise level, the error made by

the algorithm is 1% for the axis ratio and 0.05 pixels for the

position. Considering the framing time for the camera to be

exact, this results in an error of ±0.063 lm/s for the

velocity in the (x, y) [or equivalently the (r, h)] plane and a

Fig. 2 Ray tracing schematic of

the optical set up for the

wavefront deformation PTV.

In the yz-plane the additional

cylindrical lens shortens the

distance to the in-focus

plane Fxz

Fig. 3 a Original images of

tracer particles viewed using

wavefront deformation. b The

same image after segmentation.

The defocusing effect can

clearly be seen
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maximum error of ±2.3 lm/s for the velocity in viewing

direction. For more details about the technique and the

image processing, the interested reader is referred to

(Cierpka et al. 2010b).

The calibration in the x- and y-direction was done by

imaging a microscopic scale and relating a distance in

image space to a distance in object space. The next step for

the reconstructing the motion of the tracer particles was to

calibrate the elliptical shape of the particles with respect to

position perpendicular to the focal plane. The calibration

was done by changing the z-position of a microscope slide

with particles stuck to the wall in steps of 1 lm. To allow

for the calibration performed of dried samples in air, the

z-positions for measurements of EMV were multiplied by

the refractive index of water (nw = 1.3). Figure 4 shows

the evolution of the image width and height versus the

z-position. The graphs show focal planes with a minimum

at z & 0 lm for ay and z & 6 lm for ax. Usually the

measurement volume depth is given by distance between

the two focal planes. Nevertheless, measurements are

possible due to the high signal-to-noise ratio and uniform

diameter of the particles. The width to height ratio,

axy = ax/ay, is unambiguous in the range of z = 0–25 lm.

Chen et al. (2009) used the difference between width and

height ax - ay for the calibration. In this study, both values

the ratio axy, and the difference ax - ay are used in com-

bination with the absolute width ax and height ay of the

tracer particles to increase reliability. By comparing the

different values, the best estimate for the depth is chosen.

The estimated depth position zest is also plotted in Fig. 4

and shows good agreement with the absolute position z. In

the region of the actual microvortex (z = 29–55 lm,

indicated in gray) the standard deviation of the calibration

was rz * 1.3 lm. The uncertainty for a confidence inter-

val of 90:1 can be estimated to be 2rz

dt � 12 lm=s. Since the

data was recorded with equidistant time intervals (dt) and

information from previous time steps were taken into

account for the evaluation, the actual uncertainty of the

measurements will be much lower than the estimate with

the calibration data.

Using the calibration information, the three-dimensional

position of a tracer particle is determined for an image at

time t1. By a nearest neighbor approach, the corresponding

particle image is found in the next image at time t2 and the

radial, angular and axial velocity components (ur, uh, uz)

can be estimated. As is typical for PTV, the seeding density

is low. To use the nearest neighbor approach, best results

are obtained if the displacement between the two succes-

sive positions of a particle is lower than 20% of the mean

distance between particle images (Malik et al. 1993). Since

the measurements are time resolved, additional information

from other time steps could also be used, allowing the

seeding density to be significantly increased. However, for

the present manuscript this was not necessary. Particles that

belong to the same trajectory were reliably identified.

Tracer particles are introduced into the channel, prior to

initiation of the EMV. Subsequently the electric field and

laser are both applied. The viewing plane is located at the

top electrode and since the same objective lens serves both

as the viewing and laser focusing lens, the laser is also

focused at the top electrode. As soon as the laser illumi-

nation and electric field are both initiated, the particles are

transported by the EMV and start moving in closed orbits.

As the particles move in closed orbits they approach and

recede from the focal plane. In the imaging plane, this

motion can be seen in the form of the changing elliptical

shape of the particle image (Supporting Movie 1). Due to

the axisymmetric three-dimensional nature of the EMV, the

motion in the viewing plane (and parallel planes) is pri-

marily radial, but in the z-direction, significant motion

exists. Figure 5 depicts the tracer pathlines from a top

view. In Fig. 5a, the measured particle positions are shown.

The measurement time, ranging from t = 0 to 140 s is

color coded. Note the bigger gaps between the particle

positions close to the center of the vortex (x & 220 lm;

y & 150 lm), where the velocity is higher. Radial dis-

tances, r, in the rest of the work indicate distances from this

center measured perpendicular to the optical axis

(z-direction). Some of the trajectories could be resampled

over the whole measurement time. In Fig. 5b, particle

positions belonging to the same trajectory are plotted with

the same color. For this particular measurement

(F = 200 kHz) 558 different trajectories were found. Since

overlapping particle images are filtered out and particles

can leave the field of view, some trajectories have gaps and

are interpreted as new trajectories at a later time instant.

Fig. 4 The absolute width and height ax, ay, the difference ax - ay,
the ratio axy and the estimated depth zest versus the real depth position

z. Highlighted in gray is the region of the vortex roll
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Assuming local smoothness of the particle trajectories, a

spline fit was applied to the data. Reliable information

about the velocity and the acceleration at every time instant

can be found by this procedure. Using this procedure

measurements for three different driving AC frequencies

(F = 100, 200, 300 kHz) over 140 s could be performed

successfully.

2.3 Numerical simulations

Electrothermal fluid flow occurs due to the action of the

electric field on the gradients in the medium, which in turn

are induced by temperature gradients. This action of the

electric field on the gradients in the medium can be taken

into account by introducing in the fluid transport equations,

an electrothermal body force term given by (Green et al.

2001)

feh i ¼
1

2
Re

reða� bÞ
rþ ixe

rT � Eð ÞE � � 1

2
ea Ej j2rT

� �
ð1Þ

where Re(…) denotes the real part of the expression, T is

the temperature, E is the electric field vector, E* is the

complex conjugate of the electric field vector, x is the

angular frequency of the applied electric field, k and r are

the thermal and electrical conductivities, and a and b are

the fractional changes of e and r with temperature given by

1=e de=dTð Þ and 1=r dr=dTð Þ, respectively. For an aqueous

electrolyte solution, typically a � �0:4% K�1 and

b � 2% K�1. The first term in Eq. 1 is the Coulomb force

and the second term is the dielectric term and both the

terms depend on the local temperature gradient (rT).

Gradients in the permittivity and conductivity of the fluid

also determine the magnitude of the body force. Equation 1

also shows that the body force term is dependent on the AC

frequency, but in the range of AC frequencies chosen in

this work, the body force does not change appreciably

(Kumar et al. 2010b). In general, for hydrodynamic simu-

lations involving such electrothermal forces the electric,

temperature and velocity fields are coupled. It can be

shown that in microsystems such as ours, heat transport due

to thermal diffusion dominates over convection, implying

that the temperature and velocity problems are decoupled

(Morgan and Green 2003). If the local temperature gradi-

ents are known then the electrothermal body force can be

estimated, and subsequently solving the Navier–Stokes

equation would yield the velocity field.

Estimating the local temperature gradients produced by

the focused laser illumination (Fig. 1) is, however, not

straightforward. This is so because the laser illumination

can potentially heat the substrates and the liquid, and an

accurate knowledge of the fraction of heat absorbed by the

different components of the microfluidic device would be

required to estimate the temperature field. In a recent

investigation, Kumar et al. (2010b) showed that for the

combination of an IR laser (1064 nm) and ITO electrodes,

heating of the electrode substrate is the primary means of

temperature gradient creation. Using laser-induced fluo-

rescence thermometry (LIF) Kumar et al. (2010b), were

able to measure the temperature field at the fluid, electrode

interface. Their experimentation suggests the use of the

simplified model to account for the heating—accounting

for the laser heating by simply imposing temperature

boundary conditions (Fig. 6). The heating of the fluidic

medium itself is neglected. Under these assumptions, the

temperature profiles at the boundary were estimated and

extrapolated from previous experimentation (Williams

2009; Kumar et al. 2010b). The EMV motion was simu-

lated with Comsol Multiphysics� (Stokholm, Sweden).

The simulated volume is two-dimensional axi-symmetric,

where the optical axis serves as the axis of symmetry

Fig. 5 a Top view of the particle pathlines (F = 200 kHz). Color
coded is the time of measurement. b Trajectories, indicated by

different colors found by the PTV algorithm. (Color figure online)
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(Fig. 6). The computational domain is meshed to achieve

grid independence. The simulation is carried out in three

steps: first the electric field is calculated, then the resulting

thermal field is calculated, and finally the induced fluid

flow velocity was found from the Navier–Stokes equation

(ur, uz). The values of some of the computational param-

eters used are tabulated in Table 1.

3 Results

Figure 5 depicts the recovered tracer locations, in the plane

of visualization, during the entire measurement period for

F = 200 kHz. As can be seen in Fig. 5a, the velocity of the

tracer particles increases significantly as the vortex center

is approached. Hence, distance between the successive

particle positions becomes much larger towards the center.

The PTV algorithm is able to recover individual trajecto-

ries as shown in Fig. 5b. The individual trajectories reveal

that the motion in the viewing plane is primarily radial with

a small angular component ðuh
ur

\ 0:1Þ. As the particles

approach the vortex center, a large axial velocity compo-

nent develops, which accounts for the lack of trajectories

close to the vortex center. The temporal evolution of a

selected particle trajectory is depicted by Fig. 7. As can be

seen, the tracer particle can be regarded to be in periodic

motion about a particular radial location. This radial dis-

tance, which also is the distance of the center of closed

trajectories from the optical axis, will be denoted by rc and

later on will serve as length scale associated with the EMV.

The wavefront deformation PTV is capable of resolving

the motion in the axial direction, without the need to tra-

verse the plane of visualization. By recovering the shape

encoded axial position of the tracer particles, the full 3-D

nature of the EMV could be determined (Fig. 8). For

clarity, Fig. 8 depicts only a partial set of pathlines. These

pathlines are color coded to also represent the radial

velocity component. The toroidal nature of the vortex flow

can be clearly seen. It can also be seen that the size of the

orbits might change for a certain particle during several

revolutions. Furthermore, the radial movement away from

the vortex center is faster (|ur| * 30 lm/s) than the radial

movement towards the center (|ur| * 20 lm/s). A small

angular component of the velocity causes the particles to

Fig. 6 A schematic of the problem space for numerical simulations.

The optical axis defines the axis of symmetry. Heating by the laser is

accounted for through the temperature boundary conditions

Table 1 Values of different computational parameters

Computation parameter Value

Computational domain (z 9 r) 50 lm 9 5000 lm

T (z = 0) 300:9þ 60445

2rð Þ2þ94:92ð Þ, r measured

in lm

T (z = 50 lm) 300:5þ 30223

2rð Þ2þ94:92ð Þ, r measured

in lm

Applied AC voltage 8.9 Vpp

Applied AC frequency 200 kHz

Medium conductivity (r) 38 mS/m

Medium permittivity (e) 80� 8:854� 10�12ð Þ F/m

Fig. 7 Radial location of a selected particle as a function of time

(F = 200 kHz). The time axis represents the global time (time since

measurement was initiated). It can be seen that the particle is

oscillating about a non-zero radial location from the laser focus,

which has been denoted as rc. In the (r,z) plane, rc can be regarded as

the distance from the origin to the center of the vortex roll
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drift slightly around the vortex center, even while rotating

in the (r, z) plane. This drifting motion is possibly caused

by pressure fluctuations or other low-frequency vibrations

not associated with the electrothermal body forces.

These measurements also enable the computation of the

Lagrangian velocity vectors associated with the tracer

displacement. The raw velocity vectors that are obtained

correspond to the (r, h, z) space. However, since the system

is axially symmetric with negligible angular velocities, all

velocity vectors can be projected into the (r, z) plane

without loss of information. Figure 9 depicts the vortex

velocity vectors and trajectories for F = 200 kHz, where

the motion is projected onto the (r, z) plane. In Fig. 9a, the

velocity vectors are shown, color coded according to the

axial velocity component. The trajectories span approxi-

mately 25 lm and the center of the closed trajectories lies

approximately at a radial distance of rc (*30 lm) from the

vortex center or optical axis. The shape of the trajectories is

not circular, but they are skewed. This effect is caused by

the differential heating at the lower and upper electrodes,

due to focusing of the IR laser at the top electrode. Our

illumination setup causes stray IR illumination, an artifact

of the holograms used to generate the illumination lying

*70 lm radially from the primary focused IR beam. This

along with continuity reasons creates a secondary slower

vortex, as can be seen for locations with r [ 50 lm in

Fig. 9. Particles were never exchanged between the pri-

mary and secondary vortices, and the two vortices are also

separated by a slightly tilted sharp border. Figure 9a also

shows that close to the optical axis (r * 0 lm) particles

move in the positive z-direction with high axial velocities

(|uz| * 25 lm/s). The downward motion close to the vor-

tex edge (r * 50 lm) is slower (|uz| * 15 lm/s) due to

continuity reasons. Figure 9b shows trajectories from

measurements at 200 kHz AC frequency. The vortex shape

does not change qualitatively with AC frequency, i.e. 100,

200, and 300 kHz (data not shown), which agrees with the

previous two-dimensional fluid flow visualization (Kumar

et al. 2009). Even the length scale associated with the

vortex (rc) remains the same. However, for F = 300 kHz,

the average velocity in the vortex decreases, which agrees

with the theory (Morgan and Green 2003).

Figure 10 depicts the variation of the axial and radial

velocity components with radial distance from the optical

axis for the case of 200 kHz AC frequency. The axial

velocity (uz) initially decreases linearly with r (Fig. 10a). It

vanishes at the core of the torus (r = rc) and decreases

Fig. 8 Three-dimensional particle trajectories and corresponding

velocity vectors in the vortex center (F = 200 kHz). Color represents

the radial velocity component. The optical axis (not shown) lies

centrally. (Color figure online)

Fig. 9 a Velocity vectors in the rz-representation (F = 200 kHz).

Color coded is the axial velocity component. b Trajectories for

different driving frequencies. Note, that the z-axis is stretched for

better readability. (Color figure online)
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further to a minimum of uz = -15 lm/s at r = 40 lm.

With further increase in radial distance, uz increases until it

again vanishes. In Fig. 10b, we can see that the velocity

data is approximately symmetrically distributed about

ur = 0 lm/s. With the increasing radial distance, ur

decreases in absolute magnitude and eventually vanishes at

large radial distances. These velocity profiles can be used

to calculate the effect of fluid transport in the different

microfluidic applications involving the EMV (e.g., REP).

These experimentally obtained velocity distributions

were compared with numerical simulations. Before com-

parison, the spatial coordinates r and z were normalized

with the length scale associated with the EMV, i.e., rc. rc

obtained from experimental data was *30 lm, whereas

with numerical simulations it was found to be 60 lm.

Moreover, the z height is translated so that the center of the

vortex roll now is at z0 = 0. In Fig. 11a, the streamlines

from the numerical data are shown together with numeri-

cally obtained contours of the axial velocity. Figure 11b

depicts experimentally observed pathlines overlayed on

numerically obtained contours of the axial velocity. The

comparison is reasonably good, even though the stream-

lines from numerical computations indicate quite a large

torus. However, pathlines obtained from PTV analysis are

closed at r/rc = 1.5. This is so because the stray IR illu-

mination is not accounted for in numerical computations.

Moreover, the inertia of our tracer particles can be

expected to cause variation between experimental data and

numerical simulations. Nevertheless, the tilt observed with

experimental pathlines (Fig. 11b) is also seen in numerical

simulations (Fig. 11a). A comparison between experi-

mentally obtained velocities and velocities obtained from

Fig. 10 Experimentally measured velocities for F = 200 kHz. The

blue dots indicate experimental measurements, while the solid black
line indicates the average and the dashed black lines indicate twice

the standard deviation. a Axial velocity component versus radius.

b Radial velocity component versus radius. (Color figure online)

Fig. 11 Comparison of numerical simulations and experimental

results. Note that data have been normalized by their respective

vortex length scales. a Streamlines obtained from numerical simu-

lations plotted in normalized coordinates. Contours, obtained from

numerical data, represent the axial velocity component. b Pathlines
obtained from experimental data are superposed over contours

obtained from numerical data
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numerical computations is provided in Fig. 12. In Fig. 12a

and b, the contours represent radial and axial velocities

obtained from the numerical computation, respectively,

while the color of the circles represents the corresponding

value of experimental data. Figure 12a shows that the

comparison for radial velocity is good. For the case of axial

velocity, slight differences exist between experimental

measurements and numerical predictions (Fig. 12b).

Especially in the regions of high velocities and high

velocity gradients, absolute value of the particle’s axial

velocity is always lower than predicted by the numerical

simulation. Such differences can be expected on account of

the inertia of the large tracking particles used.

Figure 13 provides more quantitative comparison

between experimental findings and numerical simulations.

Figure 13a depicts the three cross-sections at which com-

parisons are made. Overall, both radial and axial velocities

appear to compare well (Fig. 13b, c). The experimentally

obtained radial velocity yields distributions that compare

very well with simulations (Fig. 13b). Numerical simula-

tions predict high axial velocities close to the vortex center,

where experimental data is sparse and is typically lower in

magnitude as compared to simulations (Fig. 13c). To

investigate this issue, further studies should focus on

altering the current configuration to allow for smaller tracer

particles and higher seeding densities.

4 Conclusions

We showed that the 3D3C wavefront deformation particle

tracking, which was developed at Universität der Bundes-

wehr, is easily adaptable to conventional microscopy

hardware. The measurement range could be extended

beyond the two in-focus planes by taking the ratio and the

difference of width and height into account. Using this

Fig. 12 a The scatter plot obtained from experimental data is

superposed over a contour plot, obtained from numerical simulations.

Both the scatter and contour plots represent the radial velocity

component. b Similar to a, expect that the axial velocity components

are now represented

Fig. 13 a Lines indicate sections at which velocities from simulation

data are obtained. Scatter plots indicate corresponding locations at

which velocities from experimental data are obtained. b Radial

velocity profiles. c Axial velocity profiles
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technique we were able to investigate an EMV in a shallow

channel with high z-velocity gradients without traversing

the viewing plane. We also showed that the experimentally

observed flow structure is corroborated by numerical sim-

ulations. Once numerical data is validated it gives access to

a broader range of variables and can help to better under-

stand the flow phenomena.

5 Outlook

For the numerical simulations, the boundary conditions are of

crucial impact. Therefore, further investigations about the

temperature profile in the micro channel have to be performed.

The three-dimensional structure of the microvortex under

study plays an extremely important role in many microfluidic

applications. A complete investigation of the three-dimen-

sional fluid flow will further the understanding of the role of

electrothermal fluid transport in these applications.
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